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MARITIME SECURITY 
 

JAPAN LISTS PROCUREMENT OF SHIPS, 

FIGHTER JETS, DRONES IN DEFENSE WHITE 

PAPER 
Japan has listed out multi-billion procurement of military hardware including 2 
destroyers, a submarine, F-35 aircraft, and the F-X indigenous fighter jet in the 2020 

defense white paper released today. Tokyo plans to acquire three P-1 patrol aircraft 

and 7 SH-60K patrol helicopters this year. It also plans to set up a Temporal 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Unit (Tentative name) and establish a Squadron for Aerial 

Refueling and Transport. 

For the Navy, it plans to build two destroyers, a submarine and a minesweeping vessel, 
besides introducing unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs). Partial refurbishment of 

Destroyer JS “Izumo” for takeoff and landing by F-35B is also on the cards. First 
reports hinting at the 248-metre ship's modernization surfaced two years ago. Possible 

refitting measures reportedly includes adding a curved ramp at the end of the flight 

deck, improving the deck's heat resistance against jet burners, and reinforcing the 
ship's air traffic control capability. 

On July 9, the U.S. State Department approved a possible Foreign Military Sale to 

Japan of 105 F-35 Joint Strike Fighter aircraft and related equipment for an estimated 
cost of $23.11 billion. Japan had requested to buy 63 F-35A Conventional TakeOff and 

Landing (CTOL) aircraft and 42 F-35B Short Take-Off and Vertical Landing (STOVL) 

aircraft. This is the single biggest foreign sale of the F-35 fighter jets. In preparation of 
the F-35B purchase, Japan has already started upgrading its Izumo helicopter carrier 

which is expected to house some of the STOVL jets. Buying stand-off and SM-3 Block 
IIA missiles is also included. To fortify its territory, Japan will also modify its Patriot 

air defense system. For the Army, procurement of 33 Type-16 mobile combat vehicles, 

7 Type-19 155mm wheeled self-propelled howitzers, 3283 Type-20 5.56mm rifles and 
323 SFP9 Striker Fired Pistols has been planned. 

Source: defenseworld.net; 14 July 2020 

 

INDIAN WARSHIPS CONDUCT EXERCISE WITH 

US NAVY’S NIMITZ, WORLD’S LARGEST 

AIRCRAFT CARRIER 
- Amrita Nayak Dutta 

https://www.defenseworld.net/news/27415/Japan_Lists_Procurement_of_Ships__Fighter_Jets__Drones_in_Defense_White_Paper#.XxfiVW0zbIU
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New Delhi: Indian warships are conducting an exercise with the US Navy’s nuclear-
powered USS Nimitz — the world’s largest warship — off the coast of Andaman & 

Nicobar Islands Monday and Tuesday, a development that comes amid tensions with 
China at the LAC in Eastern Ladakh.   The Navy’s exercise is on similar lines of another 

that it had carried out with the Japanese Navy last month. The USS Nimitz, named 

after the US World War II Pacific fleet commander Chester W. Nimitz, is manned by 
around 6,000 naval personnel and carries nearly 90 aircraft, which include F/A-18F 

Super Hornets, F/A-18E Super Hornets and MH 60 helicopters.  The US aircraft 
carrier, along with its carrier battle groups, reached the Indian ocean through the 

Malacca Straits Saturday and is on its way to the Persian Gulf. The Malacca Straits, a 

global choke point, is also a vital sea line of communication for China’s energy and 
trade resources, essential to keep its economy running. Another US aircraft carrier, 

the USS Ronald Reagan, has also been present in the South China Sea. Reagan 
reportedly carried out exercises in the South China Sea earlier this month. 

The India-US exercise 

The Navy’s Eastern Fleet, which had already been carrying out a five-day long exercise 

off the Andaman and Nicobar archipelago, has now sent some of its ships to 
collaborate with the USS Nimitz. Both the forces will be working on Centrix (combined 

enterprise regional information exchange system), which is the common 

communication system fitted on all US naval ships to ensure secure and reliable 
communications and can’t be intercepted by any other forces. The Indian Navy uses a 

separate communications system called the Composite Communication System (CCS).   
The exercise will entail various coordinated exercises such as surface action, 

surveillance and anti-submarine drills to check the interoperability between the two 

navies and sharing of best practices. Captain D.K. Sharma, a former Navy 
spokesperson, told ThePrint that the opportunities to operate with international 

navies are usually rare.   “The exercise is taking place at the right location and at the 
right time and this will send a strategic message to the adversaries,” Sharma said. 

“After the Eastern Fleet disengages, the Western Fleet should also conduct an exercise 

with the aircraft carrier as it crosses the Arabian Sea. Why not?” 

India could also invite Australia for Malabar exercise 

India is also considering inviting Australia for the Malabar exercise, which is 
scheduled to be held in August or September. However, a final decision on whether 

Australia will join India, US and Japan for the exercise is pending.  The Indian Navy 
also exercises with various foreign navies such as INDRA with Russia, KONKAN with 

the Royal Navy, VARUNA with French NAVY, AUSIndex with Australian Navy, 

Simbex with Singapore Navy, Slimex Sri Lankan Navy, in addition to Milan and 
CORPAT, which are multilateral exercises. 

Source: theprint.com; 20 July 2020 

 

https://theprint.in/defence/indian-warships-conduct-exercise-with-us-navys-nimitz-worlds-largest-battle-carrier/464747/
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BIG LIZZIE WILL CONFRONT CHINA: £3BN 

AIRCRAFT CARRIER HMS QUEEN ELIZABETH 

'WILL BE DEPLOYED TO THE FAR EAST TO 

TAKE PART IN MILITARY DRILLS WITH US 

AND JAPAN' 
  - A P Bureau 

One of Britain's new £3billion aircraft carriers could be sent to the Far East under new 

plans drawn up by military chiefs, reports today suggest. The class leading HMS Queen 
Elizabeth is expected to visit the region during its maiden grand voyage next year. The 

aircraft carrier is set to be involved in joint military exercises with allies such as the 
United States and Japan during the visit, according to the Times today. 

The move is likely to be seen as a counter to China's increasingly assertive attitude in 

the region and beyond. And the reports of the voyage comes amid growing tension 

between London and Beijing, as well as the government's row over whether to include 
Chinese tech firm Huawei over security fears and growing pressure from America to 

exclude them from the process. On its Far East voyage The Queen Elizabeth is to be 
accompanied by other warships, including two Type 45 destroyers and two frigates, 

while it will also have two squadrons of F-35B Lightning II jets. 

It is likely one of those squadrons will be from the RAF while the other could be from 

the US Marine Corps, the Times reports.  As well as taking part in military exercises, 
the carrier, which along with its sister ship HMS Prince of Wales is the largest ever 

built by the British Navy, will also provide a platform for trade talks, the Times, 
quoting an unnamed defence source, reports. The HMS Prince of Wales, which also 

cost £3billion, is said to be around 18 months behind its sister ship in terms of 

deployment. Once completed, defence chiefs hope to base one of the carriers in the 
Indo-Pacific region. A source told the Times: 'One carrier will support Nato in the 

North Atlantic. 'Where else are you going to put the other? On the main trade routes 
and to counter the emerging threat of China.'  Meanwhile the Ministry of Defence last 

night said 'no decision' had been taken on the HMS Queen Elizabeth's deployment. It 

comes as ministers fear China could unleash a devastating online attack on Britain – 
dubbed a 'cyber-9/11' – amid increasing tensions between London and Beijing. 

Senior sources say 'a perfect storm' of diplomatic rows over Hong Kong, the tech giant 

Huawei and Covid-19 could lead to an all-out attack by Chinese-backed hackers. The 
warning comes as the Government prepares to formally announce a U-turn that would 

block Huawei from helping build Britain's superfast 5G mobile network. After 
Australia adopted a similar hard line, it was hit by a sustained large-scale cyber attack. 

Boris Johnson has also infuriated the Chinese Communist Party with his tough stance 

on Beijing's clampdown on Hong Kong's freedoms and calls for an inquiry into the true 
source of coronavirus, which is suspected to have accidentally leaked from a Wuhan 

laboratory. 
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Security chiefs fear that, in a worst-case scenario, state-sponsored attacks would 
cripple computer networks, leading to phone and power blackouts and bringing 

hospitals, government and businesses to a halt.   Meanwhile ministers are braced for 
a backlash from Beijing today when they confirm a ban on Huawei's involvement in 

the 5G network. Culture Secretary Oliver Dowden will announce that telecoms firms 

will be banned from installing new equipment supplied by the Chinese giant by 
Christmas. He will also order firms to rip out all existing Huawei kit by the middle of 

this decade. Huawei executives held last-ditch talks yesterday with officials from the 
Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport and the National Cyber Security 

Centre (NCSC) in the hope of watering down the plans.  The Huawei ban follows 

intense pressure from Donald Trump to deny China a foothold in the West's critical 
infrastructure. Tough American sanctions have prevented the firm from using any US-

patented technology in its microchips But a Whitehall source said the ban would go 
ahead, adding: 'It's fair to say Huawei won't be very happy with the result.' 

Source: dailymail.co.uk; 14 July 2020 

 

YEMEN'S HOUTHIS SAY SAUDI OIL FACILITY 

HIT IN OVERNIGHT ATTACK 
Yemen's Houthi rebels say they have attacked a large oil facility in an industrial 

complex south of the Saudi Arabian city of Jizan as part of an overnight operation. The 
Saudi-led military coalition fighting the Houthis said on Monday it intercepted and 

destroyed four missiles and six bomb-laden drones launched by Houthi rebels towards 
the kingdom. The missiles and drones were launched from Yemen's capital Sanaa and 

directed at civilian targets, coalition spokesman Turki al-Malki said in a statement 

carried by the official Saudi Press Agency. 

The Houthi rebels claim they also killed and injured dozens of ranking military officers 
in Saudi Arabia. The Houthis' military spokesman, Yahya Sarea, confirmed in a 

statement that the rebel group had launched attacks on Saudi military sites. He said 
the group's ballistic missiles and drones had destroyed a number of military bases and 

installations of the Saudi coalition in Jizan, Najran and Assir near the border with 

Yemen, in a "wide-scale military operation". "Additionally, the giant oil facility in the 
Jizan industrial zone. The strike was accurate," he said, adding that they also hit Saudi 

warplanes and other military targets in the airports of Abha, Jizan and Najran in 
southwest Saudi Arabia near the Yemen border. Oil company Saudi Aramco operates 

a 400,000-barrel-a-day refinery in the Red Sea city of Jizan, which lies around 60 km 

(40 miles) from the Yemen border. Aramco did not immediately reply to a request for 
comment. 

Cross-border attacks by the Houthi rebels have escalated since late May when a truce 

prompted by the novel coronavirus expired. In late June, missiles reached the Saudi 
capital, Riyadh. Sarea said details of a broad military operation inside Saudi Arabia 

carried out by Houthi forces would be announced later. Saudi Arabia has been leading 
an alliance to fight the Houthis in Yemen since March 2015. The Saudi-UAE coalition 

intervened after the Houthis removed Saudi-backed, internationally recognised 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8519621/HMS-Queen-Elizabeth-sent-Far-East-military-drills-Japan.html
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government of President Abd-Rabbu Mansour Hadi from the capital, Sanaa, in late 
2014. The United Nations recently launched virtual talks among the warring parties 

on a permanent ceasefire and confidence-building steps to restart peace negotiations. 
But discussions have been complicated by the surge in violence since the ceasefire 

expired. The war has killed more than 100,000 people and caused what the UN 

describes as the world's largest humanitarian crisis. The conflict has pushed Yemen, 
already one of the Arab world's poorest countries, to the verge of famine and 

devastated the country's health facilities. 

Source: Aljazeera.com; 13 July 2020 

NEW INTELLIGENCE REVEALS RUSSIAN 

SUBMARINE HEADING INTO ENGLISH 

CHANNEL 
- H I Sutton 

A Russian Navy submarine is entering the English Channel, heading north. At 7 a.m. 

local time it was estimated to be approximately level with Land’s End, the most 
westerly point of mainland England. There are not yet any reports of a Royal Navy or 

French Navy escort. The Kilo Class attack submarine, which can be armed with Kalibr 

cruise missiles, has been tracked by open-source intelligence analysts since it left 
Syria. The submarine is understood to be the Krasnodar (B-265) which is expected to 

be on its way to Saint Petersburg. She is proceeding on the surface, in company with a 
naval tug boat. This is typical of Russian non-nuclear submarines when on transit 

voyages. In this case she is going from the Mediterranean to the Baltic. She is heading 

there for “scheduled repairs.” This is actually controversial because the purpose of her 
voyage has international ramifications. 

Krasnodar is officially based in the Black Sea. Under the Montreux Convention which 

restricts naval vessels passing through the Bosporus Straits, she is only supposed to 
leave the Black Sea for repairs. She left the Black Sea last year, passing through the 

Bosporus on March 14, 2019. However, instead of proceeding directly for 

maintenance, she has spent the last 15 months operating as part of the 5th Operational 
Squadron in the Mediterranean. Only now does she appear to be heading to the 

Admiralty Shipyard in St. Petersburg. So the deployment of Russia’s Black Sea-based 
submarines in the Mediterranean is controversial. The Montreux Convention is 

supposed to stop submarines from being moved between the two seas. Russia is in 

effect using special clauses, designed for maintenance and delivery voyages to 
routinely deploy its Black Sea submarines to the war in Syria. When Krasnodar left the 

Black Sea it created a stir within the Navy community. Maybe Western observers had 
an inkling that the ‘maintenance voyage,’ which could be completed in a few weeks, 

was going to take over a year? 

From Russia’s viewpoint this is within the letter of the treaty, however. It doesn’t 
specify the route or time-span of the maintenance voyage. There are probably very few 

people in NATO leadership who view it as within the spirit of the treaty however. If it 

stops to conduct an operational deployment en-route, can the purpose of the trip really 

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/07/yemen-houthis-saudi-oil-facility-hit-overnight-attack-200713082015159.html
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be said to be for scheduled maintenance? So the deployment of Russia’s Black Sea-
based submarines in the Mediterranean is controversial. The Montreux Convention is 

supposed to stop submarines from being moved between the two seas. Russia is in 
effect using special clauses, designed for maintenance and delivery voyages to 

routinely deploy its Black Sea submarines to the war in Syria. When Krasnodar left the 

Black Sea it created a stir within the Navy community. Maybe Western observers had 
an inkling that the ‘maintenance voyage,’ which could be completed in a few weeks, 

was going to take over a year? From Russia’s viewpoint this is within the letter of the 
treaty, however. It doesn’t specify the route or time-span of the maintenance voyage. 

There are probably very few people in NATO leadership who view it as within the spirit 

of the treaty however. If it stops to conduct an operational deployment en-route, can 
the purpose of the trip really be said to be for scheduled maintenance? 

The last time the Krasnodar passed through the English Channel, in May 2017, it 

received an escort from the Royal Navy. The frigate HMS Somerset shadowed the 
Russian submarine. On that occasion Krasnodar was on her delivery voyage towards 

the Black Sea. As has now become the pattern, she stopped in the Mediterranean to 

perform an operational patrol in support of Russia’s intervention in Syria. Between 
May and August 2017 she was based in Tartus, Syria, and fired cruise missiles at 

targets inland. She then entered to Black Sea under the pretext of a delivery voyage, 
which is within a clause of the Montreux Convention. 

Whether Krasnodar will receive an escort this time remains to be seen. A Russian 

cruise missile submarine which entered the Baltic on July 9 does not appear to have 
received one from the local NATO forces. The Royal Navy, and their colleagues in 

France and the Netherlands, will no doubt be aware of the approaching submarine. A 

bigger question is whether NATO or anyone else will challenge these 'Montreux 
operational deployments.' 

Source: forbes.com; 19 July 2020 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/hisutton/2020/07/19/new-intelligence-reveals-russian-submarine-heading-into-english-channel/#531fab5a5abe
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MARITIME FORCES 
 

MAIDEN VOYAGE OF CHINA’S FIRST 

AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT SHIP COMING SOON: 

REPORT 
-  Liu Xuanzun 

The Chinese People's Liberation Army (PLA) Navy 's first Type 075 amphibious assault 
ship, which is believed to be built to play a vital role in island seizing operations, is 

expected to soon make its maiden voyage, as outfitting work is progressing smoothly, 

media reported on Tuesday, at a time when Taiwan island is holding its annual Han 
Kuang exercises. Having caught a minor fire in April, the under-construction Chinese 

warship did not suffer any major damage, which showed the ship's superior damage 
control mechanism over the USS Bonhomme Richard. The latter caught a major fire 

on Sunday, which analysts said may render the US warship beyond repair. 

Latest photos circulated on Chinese mainland social media show that the construction 

of the first Type 075 amphibious assault ship, which was launched in September 2019 
in Shanghai and started outfitting work since then, is nearly completed, as the 

scaffolds on the ship's superstructure have been removed, Singaporean news outlet 
Lianhe Zaobao reported on Tuesday. It recently underwent cleaning, indicating that 

its first sea trial could be coming soon, the report said. The report added that the Type 

075's recent construction progress is happening at a time of Taiwan island's Han 
Kuang exercises, which started on Monday. Citing experts, it said that the Type 075 

can be used in a reunification-by-force operation by the PLA, and the amphibious 
warship's progress can serve as a warning to Taiwan secessionists and recent US arms 

sales to the island. Judging from the photos, the construction of the Type 075 is 

progressing according to the normal pattern of shipbuilding. So it is not likely related 
to the ongoing Han Kuang exercises. But from a wider perspective, the ship will be a 

powerful addition to the PLA's arsenal if Taiwan is to be reunified by force, a Beijing-
based military expert told the Global Times on Tuesday on the condition of anonymity. 

This type of vessel can also be used to safeguard territorial integrity and sovereignty in 

the South China Sea, the expert said. A second Type 075 was launched in Shanghai in 
April. Also in April, the first Type 075 caught on fire in a minor accident. But well-

informed sources told the Global Times then that it was not significant and would not 
have any major impact on further construction.   

Compared to China's Type 075, the USS Bonhomme Richard, an amphibious assault 

ship that was undergoing renovation at a port in San Diego, California, was not as 
fortunate. A devastating fire broke out on the ship on Sunday, which has not been 

extinguished after nearly two days. The US warship might end up beyond repair, news 

website Business Insider reported, citing US military experts. Accidents are normal, 
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and sometimes inevitable in ship construction, but damage control mechanisms 
should be applied to contain any major impact, the Chinese expert said, noting that 

China's shipbuilding industry pays heavy attention to production safety.  

Source: globaltime.cn; 14 July 2020 

JAPAN TAKES DELIVERY OF 1ST BELL BOEING 

V-22 OSPREY 
- Naida Hakirevic 

As JGSDF is the first operator of the V-22 outside of the US military, Japan joins the 

United States Navy, Marines and Air Force in operating the aircraft. On July 10, the 
aircraft departed Marine Corps Air Station (MCAS) Iwakuni, Japan, bound for Camp 

Kisarazu. “The delivery of the first Japanese V-22 is an important milestone and 

represents our strong partnership with the Government of Japan,” said Shane 
Openshaw, Boeing vice president of Tiltrotor Programs and Bell Boeing deputy 

program director. “The Osprey’s ability to carry out the toughest missions in the most 
challenging operating environments will reshape what is possible for the Japan 

Ground Self Defense Force.” The V-22 can conduct multiple missions not possible with 

traditional rotorcraft or fixed-wing aircraft, improving mission efficiency and reducing 
logistic costs. According to Boeing, Japan’s V-22 has a unique configuration with a 

customer-specific communication system. The marinized design resists corrosion and 
reduces the cost of long-term maintenance. 

JGSDF service members have been training with U.S. Marines for the last month to 

gain aircraft proficiency before delivery of their first V-22.“We have had the pleasure 

of working with the JGSDF state-side to produce, develop, train and maintain their 
initial fleet of aircraft,” said Marine Corps Col. Matthew Kelly, program manager for 

the V-22 Joint Program Office (PMA-275). “This arrival marks a key step in standing 
up its V-22 fleet, and more importantly, the continued collaboration between our 

nations.” These aircraft support multiple missions, including the transportation of 

personnel, supplies, and equipment; humanitarian support and search and rescue 
missions; long-range personnel recovery. With more than 500,000 flight hours, the 

V-22 is one of the most in-demand platforms in military aviation, providing safe, 
survivable, combat-proven mission success only capable with the tiltrotor range, speed 

and versatility of the Osprey. 

Source: navaltoday.com; 15 July 2020 

 

RUSSIAN SHIPBUILDERS TO LAY DOWN FOUR 

WARSHIPS, TWO SUBMARINES ON JULY 16 
 

MOSCOW, July 14. /TASS/. Russian shipyards will hold a single day of laying down 

new ships and submarines on July 16, a source in the defense industry told TASS on 
Tuesday. "On July 16, shipbuilders will lay down upgraded Project 22350 two frigates, 

https://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1194522.shtml#:~:text=The%20Chinese%20People's%20Liberation%20Army,time%20when%20Taiwan%20island%20is
https://www.navaltoday.com/2020/07/15/japan-takes-delivery-of-1st-bell-boeing-v-22-osprey/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_2020-07-21
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Project 885M ‘Yasen-M’ two multi-purpose nuclear-powered submarines and, for the 
first time in the Russian Navy’s history, Project 23900 two multi-purpose amphibious 

assault ships," the source specified. The upgraded Project 22350 frigates will be built 
at the Severnaya Shipyard in St. Petersburg (part of the United Shipbuilding 

Corporation). They will be tentatively named the Admiral Yumashev and the Admiral 

Spiridonov. Currently, four frigates of Project 22350 and the upgraded Project 22350 
are at various stages of their construction at the Shipyard. One of them, the Admiral 

Kasatonov, is preparing to enter service with the Russian Navy. The Severnaya 
Shipyard press office declined to comment on the source’s information. 

 

Project 885M ‘Yasen-M’ multi-purpose nuclear-powered submarines will be laid down 
at the Sevmash Shipyard in Severodvinsk (part of the United Shipbuilding 

Corporation). The contract for their construction was signed at the Army-2019 
international arms show in the summer of 2019. Multi-purpose amphibious assault 

ships will be laid down at the Zaliv Shipyard in Kerch. Initially, the keel-laying 

ceremony was planned for June 29 but was postponed to a later date. As a source in 
the defense industry told TASS, Russia’s Defense Ministry had signed a contract worth 

100 billion rubles ($1.4 billion) on the construction of two helicopter carriers. Project 
23900 amphibious assault ships are expected to displace 25,000 tonnes and have a 

length of about 220 meters. The warships of this class will be capable of carrying over 

20 heavy helicopters and transporting up to 900 marines. No warships of this class 
were earlier built either in the Soviet Union or Russia. TASS has no confirmations from 

the Sevmash and Zaliv press offices about the upcoming keel-laying ceremonies yet. 
 

Source: tass.com; 14 July 2020 

 

BLAZE RAGES ON USS BONHOMME RICHARD 

MORE THAN 24 HOURS AFTER THE FIRE; 

NEARLY 60 INJURED 
Tom Vanden Brook 

WASHINGTON – Firefighters, backed by helicopters, are still battling the blaze raging 

aboard the Navy's USS Bonhomme Richard on Monday, more than 24 hours after 
flames were first reported at its pier in San Diego. 

 

Efforts to contain the fire have injured 57 firefighters, including 34 sailors. Most of the 

injuries have been minor, including heat exhaustion and smoke inhalation. Five 
personnel remain hospitalized in stable condition, said Rear Adm. Philip Sobeck, 

commander of  Expeditionary Strike Group 3, at a briefing for reporters Monday. 

Damage has been extensive, including to the ship's upper decks and superstructure. 
The ship is listing, and sailors are working to keep it stable, Sobeck said. The fire 

erupted well below the deck and generated extreme heat, reaching 1,000 degrees, 
Sobeck said. The top priority for firefighters is preventing heat and flames from 

reaching the ship's fuel tanks, which hold 1 million gallons of petroleum.  

https://tass.com/defense/1178283
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Plastic, rags, drywall and cardboard stored in a vast hold have fueled the flames. 
Helicopters and tug boats are pouring water on the ship to cool it and extinguish the 

fire.  "We're still using helos to dump water," said Lt. Cdr. Nicole Schwegman, a Navy 
spokeswoman.  It's unclear how long it will take to control the fire.  The cause of the 

fire aboard Bonhomme Richard, an amphibious assault vessel, is unknown, Sobeck 

said. The ship was undergoing maintenance when the fire began. All crew members 
have been accounted for. Sailors reported the fire at about 8:30 a.m. PDT Sunday. 

Firefighters from the Navy, federal and local departments have worked in shifts to deal 
with extreme heat. The Navy sent two destroyers, the USS Fitzgerald and USS Russell, 

away from their berths to avoid damage. 

The difficulty in extinguishing the fire at a U.S. naval base, where with firefighters, 

boats, and helicopters are at the ready, raises questions about the safety of other ships 
like the Bonhomme Richard, said a U.S. official familiar with the vessels but not 

authorized to speak publicly. A fire at sea, with fueled vehicles aboard, could be 
catastrophic, the official said. The cost of replacing the Bonhomme Richard would be 

about $4 billion, said Todd Harrison, an expert on military budgets at the Center for 

Strategic and International Studies. It would take several years to build. "And it’s 
worth noting that despite the fact that the Navy calls it an amphibious assault ship, it’s 

really a small aircraft carrier," Harrison said. The Bonhomme Richard was 
commissioned in 1998. Its full crew is about 1,000 sailors and can ferry an additional 

2,000 Marines to battlefields. At 844 feet in length, the ship is second only to an 

aircraft carrier in size and accommodates helicopters and warplanes such as F-35 and 
large hovercraft to bring Marines ashore. 

Source: usatoday.com; 13 July 2020 

 

 

MIG-29K TO BE RETIRED IN 2034, TEDBF 

TO JOIN NAVY IN 2032 
The Navy is expected to start receiving new twin-engine aircraft carrier-based fighter 
aircraft being developed by the Defence Research and Development Organisation 

(DRDO) by 2032 and it will be a replacement for the Russian MiG-29K carrier jets in 
service, a defence source said. “The Navy is expected to get the Hindustan Aeronautics 

Ltd. (HAL)-built twin-engine carrier aircraft by 2032. It will replace the MiG-29Ks in 

service which are scheduled to start going out by 2034,” the source said. The Navy 
currently operates Russian-origin carrier INS Vikramaditya and expects to have the 

first Indigenous Aircraft Carrier (IAC-I) Vikrant operational by 2022. With a second 
carrier to come in, the Navy is already evaluating a global tender for 57 carrier-based 

twin-engine fighter aircraft. With the new jet under development and also factoring in 

budgetary constraints, the Navy is looking to revise the tender for 57 carrier-based jets 
downwards. The revised numbers have not been finalised yet, the source stated. Last 

January, the naval Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) successfully completed arrested 
landing and take-off on board Vikramaditya and has since undertaken several trials. 

Deck-based fighter 

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2020/07/13/navys-uss-bonhomme-richard-blaze-continues-57-injured-fighting-fire/5427001002/
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Based on the experience of the carrier landing, the DRDO has offered to develop a 
twin-engine deck-based fighter for the Navy. With the successful deck-landing, they 

decided to drop the naval LCA Mk2 and move on to the twin-engine jet, the source 
said. The new jet being developed by DRDO should be ready by 2026, Navy Chief 

Admiral Karambir Singh stated last December. The design specifications have since 

been finalised. 

The Navy currently has 45 Russian MiG-29K aircraft and its officials had stated that 
there will not be enough aircraft to operate from both carriers. The Navy is currently 

evaluating the responses to the Request For Information (RFI) from Boeing with its F-
18 Super Hornet and Dassault Aviation with its Rafale jets. Both companies had stated 

that their jets can operate off the ski-jump of Vikramaditya and in future the Vikrant. 

In fact, an Indian Navy team was to visit the US Naval Air Station in Maryland to 
witness a demonstration by Boeing on the compatibility of its F-18 Super Hornet of 

taking off and landing from the decks of Indian aircraft carriers. However, the visit got 
delayed due to the COVID-19 outbreak. 

Source: thehindu.com; 14 July 2020 

 

RUSSIAN SHTORM AIRCRAFT CARRIER WILL 

BE EQUIPPED WITH S-500 ANTI-AIRCRAFT 

SYSTEMS 
MOSCOW, (BM) – The Russian aircraft carrier of the 23000 Shtorm project, which is 
planned to be adopted by the Russian Navy in the next decade, will receive the S-500 

Prometheus anti-aircraft missile system, learned BulgarianMilitary.com. According 

Russian sources, the S-500 Prometheus is capable of hitting all existing types of 
aerodynamic and ballistic targets, detecting the latter at distances up to 800 

kilometers. This will make the Russian aircraft carrier truly invincible, since any attack 
on it will be suppressed for hundreds of kilometers. “It was previously reported that 

the laying of the 1st aircraft carrier of project 23000 Shtorm could be carried out by 

2025, and that the basis for its aircraft wing would be deck versions of the Su-35 and 
Su-57 fighters [Su-35K and Su- 57K]” the article author said. 

 

The author also said that “so far, such sources of fighter generation 4 ++ and 5 official 

sources have not presented even in the form of mock options. Tests of the “regular” 
[non-deck] version of the Su-57 are ongoing. There was also information that the 

Shtorm aircraft carrier will be equipped with the latest S-500K S-500K (SAM) 
Prometheus system – a ship-based version”. Having received the fifth-generation Su-

57 fighter and the Prometey S-500 system in its arsenal, the Russian aircraft carrier of 

the 23000 Shtorm project will simply become an invincible fortress – in fact, he will 
not be afraid of even hypersonic weapons, since the capabilities of the Russian 

Prometheus for this are more than enough. 

https://www.defencenews.in/article/Mig-29K-to-be-retired-in-2034,-TEDBF-to-join-Navy-in-2032-871618
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Russia is also developing a second aircraft carrier, most likely a nuclear 
one 

According Russian news agency TASS, the Nevskoye Design Bureau [part of Russia’s 

United Shipbuilding Corporation] unveiled the newest Project 11430E ‘Lamantin’ 
nuclear-powered aircraft carrier. Its mockup was shown on the design bureau’s display 

stand at the St. Petersburg international maritime defense show. 

“The ‘Lamantin’ aircraft carrier is designated to provide for the deployment and the 

combat use of an air task force that comprises various types of shipborne aircraft 
capable of employing weapons and armament against air, sea (submarine and 

surface) forces, and also land troops and ground installations of an enemy in the 
oceanic, maritime and coastal waters,” the project’s description says. “The aircraft 

carrier also should ensure naval groups’ combat sustainability and provide cover for 

amphibious assault troops and their landing force against strikes and attacks by enemy 
air-launched weapons,” the project’s description also says. According to the materials 

presented on the Nevskoye Design Bureau’s display stand, the aircraft carrier that will 
get a nuclear-powered propulsion unit will displace 80,000-90,000 tonnes, feature a 

maximum length of 350 meters, have sea endurance of about 120 days and will be 
capable of developing a speed of about 30 knots. The aircraft carrier will have a crew 

of 2,800 and its air task force will comprise 800 personnel. The carrier will have a 

service life of over 50 years. 

This is the third hypersonic complex after the Dagger aviation hypersonic complex and 
the Avangard ground hypersonic complex and the first sea-based hypersonic complex 

in Russia. Although the test target was on land, foreign media believe that the target 
of this missile will be an aircraft carrier strike group. Russia attaches great importance 

to the development of hypersonic weapons and currently has three types of hypersonic 

missiles. Hypersonic missiles “Avangard”, which are in service with the Strategic 
Missile Forces, carry out strategic strike missions. The “Dagger” hypersonic missile 

system, used by aerospace forces, is installed on the MiG-31M “Fox Hound” 
interceptors and performs operational and tactical missions. 

Various surface ships and submarines of the navy can act as carriers of the 3M22 

Zircon missile, it is mainly designed to destroy surface and ground targets at a remote 

distance. According to foreign media, the Zircon missile is inherently a hypersonic 
anti-ship missile, in terms of the way it conducts operations, it adopts the tactics of 

supersonic breakthrough of an air defense system and delivering strikes against an 
area with continuous destruction at a remote distance, which was used by the navy in 

Soviet times. During the Cold War, faced with an aggressive U.S. aircraft carrier group, 

the Soviet navy, thanks to space, air and sea-based reconnaissance systems, created a 
complex that allows attacking aircraft carriers using supersonic anti-ship missiles, 

based on surface, underwater and air launch platforms. In this complex, supersonic 
anti-ship missiles launched from various platforms can create waves of attacks. Before 

the Aegis missile defense system appeared, the Russian complex made it possible to 

detect, recognize and intercept the air targets of American ships, gradually balancing 
the balance of anti-ship systems.  

At the same time Russia is developing hypersonic missiles against foreign 

aircraft carriers 
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As we reported on March 30, the launch of the project 22350 frigate of the Admiral 
Gorshkov type was the first successful launch of the 3M22 Zircon hypersonic missile. 

The missile hit the ground target located at the military range of the Northern Urals, 
the flight range was more than 500 kilometres.  

This is the third hypersonic complex after the Dagger aviation hypersonic complex and 

the Avangard ground hypersonic complex and the first sea-based hypersonic complex 

in Russia. Although the test target was on land, foreign media believe that the target 
of this missile will be an aircraft carrier strike group. Russia attaches great importance 

to the development of hypersonic weapons and currently has three types of hypersonic 
missiles. Hypersonic missiles “Avangard”, which are in service with the Strategic 

Missile Forces, carry out strategic strike missions. 

The “Dagger” hypersonic missile system, used by aerospace forces, is installed on the 

MiG-31M “Fox Hound” interceptors and performs operational and tactical missions. 
Various surface ships and submarines of the navy can act as carriers of the 3M22 

Zircon missile, it is mainly designed to destroy surface and ground targets at a remote 
distance. According to foreign media, the Zircon missile is inherently a hypersonic 

anti-ship missile, in terms of the way it conducts operations, it adopts the tactics of 
supersonic breakthrough of an air defense system and delivering strikes against an 

area with continuous destruction at a remote distance, which was used by the navy in 

Soviet times. During the Cold War, faced with an aggressive U.S. aircraft carrier group, 
the Soviet navy, thanks to space, air and sea-based reconnaissance systems, created a 

complex that allows attacking aircraft carriers using supersonic anti-ship missiles, 
based on surface, underwater and air launch platforms. In this complex, supersonic 

anti-ship missiles launched from various platforms can create waves of attacks. Before 

the Aegis missile defense system appeared, the Russian complex made it possible to 
detect, recognize and intercept the air targets of American ships, gradually balancing 

the balance of anti-ship systems. 

Source: bulgarianmilitary.com; 13 July 2020 

 

PAKISTAN NAVY INDUCTS FIRST YARMOOK-
CLASS CORVETTE BUILT BY DUTCH SHIPYARD 

DAMEN 
According to a Tweet released by the Pakistan Navy, the first Yarmook-class corvette 

was inducted on July 13, 2020, during an official ceremony at PN (Pakistan Navy) 
Dockyard, Khi. The Chief Guest, CNS Adm Zafar Mahmood Abbasi termed the 

induction as an imp milestone for PN & said that PNS YARMOOK will act as a force 

multiplier to safeguard maritime interests of Pakistan. Dutch shipyard Damen signed 
the contract with the Ministry of Defence Production for two multipurpose OPVs for 

the Pakistan Navy on 30th June, 2017, following a tender process. 

The Yarmool-class corvette is based on the design of offshore patrol vessels (OPV) 
developed by the Dutch Shipyard Damen. The ship was delivered in February 2020. 

Damen will deliver the Second vessel PNS TABUK (Designate) in May this year. PNS 

https://bulgarianmilitary.com/2020/07/13/russian-shtorm-aircraft-carrier-will-be-equipped-with-s-500-anti-aircraft-systems/
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YARMOOK is capable of performing a variety of maritime operations and can 
transport both a helicopter and a UAV. The ship can launch two high-speed RHIBs of 

11.5 meters and 6.5 meters simultaneously and also has the capability to accommodate 
two TEUs for special mission based operations. According to information released by 

the Pakistan Navy, the ship will be equipped with a remote weapon station armed with 

automatic cannon located at the front deck. She is also armed with 2x4 launchers for 
anti-ship missiles. The Yarmook-class also has a landing pad and hangar for a 

helicopter. In addition, it can carry two RHIB (rigid-hulled inflatable boats), 
specifically one 11.5 m and one 6.5 m RHIB. 

Source: navyrecognition.com; 19 July 2020 

 

 

CHINA RAMPS UP CONSTRUCTION OF 3RD, 

4TH AIRCRAFT CARRIERS: REPORT 
The rapid growth of the People's Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) has been a point of 

concern for the US and countries like India and Japan. China commissioned its first 

home-built aircraft carrier, the Shandong, in December last year. The Shandong was 
based on a design derived from China's first aircraft carrier, the Liaoning, which was 

a former Soviet Navy vessel, acquired from Ukraine. According to Chinese state-run 
media, construction of the Shandong had begun at the Dalian shipyard in Liaoning 

province in 2013. On Saturday, Hong Kong-based media outlet South China Morning 

Post had reported that China is ramping work on its third and fourth aircraft carriers 
at the Jiangnan shipyard in Shanghai. "The Type 002 aircraft carrier—the country’s 

third carrier and the second to be domestically developed—has started the final 
assembly process," the South China Morning Post reported, quoting sources. It noted 

that work on the third aircraft carrier had slowed down due to the COVID-19 

pandemic. Construction of the third aircraft carrier reportedly began in 2015. In 
December, the state-run Global Times reported the third aircraft carrier could be 

combat-ready by 2025. 

“Workers are also starting the keel-laying for the new carrier’s sister ship. Both ships 
have been built by the Jiangnan Shipyard outside Shanghai," the publication reported. 

Laying of the keel, the base structure of a ship's hull, marks the beginning of full 

construction. Initial work on the fourth aircraft carrier had started in 2018, but was 
stopped in 2019, the South China Morning Post reported. “Construction for the second 

Type 002 will be faster than the first one because workers have learned and overcome 
a lot of problems building the first one. It’s a challenging job because the Type 002 is 

our country’s first domestically designed aircraft carrier,” the South China Morning 
Post quoted a source. The third and fourth carriers will be different in design from the 

Liaoning and Shandong and will be significantly larger. Based on analysis of satellite 

imagery, US think tank Center for Strategic and International Studies has estimated 
that the third aircraft carrier would have a displacement of up to 85,000 tonnes, nearly 

15,000 tonnes more than the Shandong. In comparison, the Indian Navy's INS 

https://www.navyrecognition.com/index.php/news/defence-news/2020/july/8746-pakistan-navy-inducts-first-yarmook-class-corvette-built-by-dutch-shipyard-damen.html
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Vikramaditya displaces about 45,000 tonnes. Chinese state-run media claim the third 
aircraft carrier could carry over 50 aircraft. 

The Liaoning and Shandong use a 'ski-jump' to launch fighter aircraft; a ski-jump is a 

curved structure at the end of the flight deck, which allows a jet to take off at lower 
speed than required for sustained flight. Ski-jumps are used on aircraft carriers that 

lack catapults, which can impart momentum to the aircraft. A ski-jump limits both the 

number of jets that can be launched at a time and also restricts the weight at which an 
aircraft can take off. In comparison, the third and fourth aircraft carriers for the 

People's Liberation Army Navy are expected to use electromagnetic catapults to launch 
aircraft. Such systems are currently used only on one class of aircraft carrier, the US 

Navy's Gerald Ford class. Electromagnetic catapults use a linear induction motor, 

instead of a steam piston, used on conventional steam catapults. Electromagnetic 
catapults can employ varied degrees of power to launch aircraft of different weights. 

The presence of electromagnetic catapults would, theoretically, allow these Chinese 
aircraft carriers to launch aircraft at shorter intervals. It would also allow combat 

aircraft to take off at maximum possible weight, imparting greater combat range and 

higher weapons load and allow operation of larger aircraft like airborne-early warning 
systems. The South China Morning Post reported the third aircraft carrier could 

operate a stealth fighter as its main aircraft. Media reports have claimed China 
envisions having a fleet of up to six aircraft carriers by 2035 to effectively challenge the 

US Navy.  

Source: theweek.in; 18 July 2020 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.theweek.in/news/world/2020/07/18/china-ramps-up-construction-of-3rd-th-aircraft-carriers-report.html#:~:text=The%20rapid%20growth%20of%20the,countries%20like%20India%20and%20Japan.&text=It%20noted%20that%20work%20on,to%20the%20COVID%2D19%20pandemic.
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SHIPPING, PORTS AND 

OCEAN ECONOMY  
 

REPORT: NEW PLAYERS HELP MADURO EVADE 

TANKER SANCTIONS 
- Joshua Goodman 

MIAMI (AP) — As U.S. sanctions scare away the world's largest shippers from 

Venezuela's oil industry, new players are willing to brave the heightened risks and help 
keep socialist leader Nicolás Maduro afloat, according to a new report. In the first year 

since the Trump administration imposed crushing economic sanctions on Venezuela's 
oil industry, port calls to Venezuela plunged by 46%, according to C4ADS and IBI 

Consultants, two Washington-based think tanks focused on national security issues 

that authored the report. But while overall tanker activity is down, less-scrupulous 
carriers are filling the void. 

Relying on data from tracking systems that are mandatory on tankers, C4ADS 

identified 214 vessels that visited Venezuela in the year after sanctions were imposed, 
but not in the previous 12 months. Collectively, those ships accounted for 33% of the 

country's maritime traffic since the U.S. banned Americans from doing business with 

Venezuela's oil sector on Jan. 28, 2019. Almost half of those vessels visited Venezuela 
for the first time. As the Trump administration has sought to deprive Maduro of easy 

cash from Venezuela’s vast oil reserves, it has sanctioned more than 50 vessels. It's 
also issued new guidelines urging the maritime industry to beef up its vigilance for 

sanctions-busting activity on the high seas. Some ship captains and their employers 

have responded by turning off their transponders and “going dark” for weeks to hide 
tankers brimming with crude. The ships then frequently unload their hidden cargo on 

the high seas in risky ship-to-ship transfers, making it harder for authorities to track 
their ultimate destination. 

Meanwhile, domestic fuel shortages have led Venezuela to seek relief from Iran, which 

in May sent five tankers of gasoline to the South American country. While U.S. 
sanctions “succeeded in reducing the aggregate volume of recorded port calls in 

Venezuela, persistent dark voyage activity, the continued importance of particular 

routes, and the entry of new players showed the limits of enforcement,” the report said. 

China, India and Cuba replaced the U.S. as the top destinations for Venezuela's heavy 
crude, making up a combined 37% of all voyages from Venezuela in the year following 

sanctions. Still, traffic to those three countries was down by around 20% in the year 
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following sanctions. In total, nine countries including Bahrain, South Africa and 
Portugal emerged as new destinations that had not appeared in the previous year. 

The report is based on satellite tracking data from maritime analytics firm Windward 

and corporate data provided by IHS Markit. It covers the effects of sanctions on 
shipping networks from Jan. 28, 2019 — when the U.S. imposed sanctions in support 

of opposition leader Juan Guaidó's campaign to remove Maduro — and doesn't include 

the effects on activity from the coronavirus pandemic. The 103 tankers visiting 
Venezuela for the first time appear to be owned by just 41 companies, according to the 

report. Three companies with the largest fleets belong to TMS Tankers Limited, 
Eastern Mediterranean Maritime Limited and Delta Tankers Limited, C4ADS and IBI 

said. The three Greece-based companies, none of which are sanctioned, did not 

respond to an AP request for comment. 

Source: stltoday.com; 13 July 2020 

 

BLUE ECONOMY: PAKISTAN’S UNTAPPED 

POTENTIALS 
Blue economy is an emerging popular concept which revolves around safeguarding the 

world’s oceans and efficiently using of water resources for sustainable growth and 

development. The concept at its core refers to promote usage of ocean resources for 

economic growth, social inclusion, and the preservation of livelihoods while at the 

same time ensuring environmental sustainability of the oceans and coastal areas. It 
encompasses many activities including renewable energy, fisheries, maritime 

transport, coastal tourism, waste management, and climate change risk management. 

In addition, various emerging new sectors including marine chemistry, ocean 

engineering, ocean power and biomedicine have taken their place in the blue economy 

which no doubts in return creates enormous employment opportunities and wealth 

creation for any coastal state. World economists have estimated an asset value of $24 
trillion to the ocean economy and as of now it’s delivering something between $4-500 

billion each year in terms of the dividend to humanity. However, an important 

challenge of the Blue Economy is to comprehend and better manage the many aspects 

of oceanic sustainability, ranging from fisheries to ecosystem health to pollution. 

 

Being an important maritime state in the Indian Ocean region (IOR), Pakistan is 
progressively apprehending the marvels of the Blue Economy. The country is blessed 

with over 1000 km long coastline and the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) covering 

about 240,000 Sq. Km. In addition, extension of continental shelf (50,000 Sq. Km) 

was also approved by United Nations Commission on the Limits of the Continental 

Shelf (UNCLCS) in 2015. Pakistan’s maritime sector is financially and technologically 

intensive and requires substantial investment for building, operating and turning it 
into economically profitable. Its present-day maritime revenue projection stands at 

$183 million which is far behind our neighbors including India and Bangladesh, whose 

estimated projection stand at $5.6 and $6 Billion respectively. Pakistan’s coastal areas 

are rich in bio-productivity and bio-diversity as they provide huge breeding grounds 

https://www.stltoday.com/business/report-new-players-help-maduro-evade-tanker-sanctions/article_10b6d970-08fd-504b-9372-9af834779dcb.html
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for commercially important fisheries including carbs and shrimps with a potential 
resource worth of more than $2 billion annually. Despite vast fish export potential, 

Pakistan’s fishing sector only contributes 0.4% percent to country’s GDP however, this 

year this sector has witnessed a growth of 0.6%. This again signifies how little we are 

growing despite having immense potential in this realm which in turn is hampering 

our growth prospects in the long run. 

 
Another hurdle that remains in regards to our blue economy is the underutilization of 

its potential. CPEC is a hall mark project that harbingers friendship between China 

and Pakistan. The corner stone of this partnership is the geo-strategically placed 

Gwadar Port. Due to its strategic positioning, this port over time has become the 

bedrock of Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) - a mega structure initiative for connectivity 

through land and sea lanes. In this paradigm, the economics surrounding Gwadar port 

plays a significant role and it is extremely pertinent that we as a nation and policy 
makers pay special attention. Gwadar can play an instrumental role in transforming 

Pakistan’s economy via transshipment alone. In the annals of history it has been 

realized that shipping is the cheapest mode of transport. Today 80% of the global 

merchandise in volume is been carried through sea, which amounts to around 10 

billion tons. Pakistan in this realm can play a very major role which can help harness 

its broken economy. The encouraging aspect for Pakistan is the high Liner Shipping 
Connectivity Index (LSCI). The LSCI represents how good the connectivity is between 

ships and ports around the world. Pakistan stands at 34.06 points, which is a healthy 

number and is better than Bangladesh, though behind India which stands at around 

54. China is leading the race with an index of 151.91. This is where Pakistan should 

reap benefits and develop its transshipment industry and expand its operations. 

Considering the additional distance ships have to travel to reach Gulf Countries from 
the Indian ocean, hence, Gwadar has the potential to be developed into a full-fledge 

regional hub and a trans-shipment port in the future. Shifting of ship traffic from 

Dubai to Gwadar could make it among the top-5 transshipment hubs globally. UAE 

handles over 21mn TEUs (20 ton equivalent units) each year. This signifies the 

opportunity that lies ahead for Gwadar. Being a tax free port coupled with no port 

congestion, after full development, Gwadar can leverage these points for profit. 
 

In addition, various under construction CPEC mega projects should be completed 

within the projected dates in order to get the true economic benefits. The projects 

namely, Gwadar East-Bay Expressway, Construction of Breakwaters, Dredging of 

berthing areas and channels, Development of Free Zone, Gwadar International 

Airport, and Gwadar Smart Port City Master Plan after completion will extensively add 
on to our blue economy by entrenching massive trade connectivity and tourist inflow. 

Linking Gwadar Port and Free Zones with the network of National Highways will 

ensure the smooth logistic transportation of import, export and transit goods, 

expanding the net potential of CPEC. 

 

Furthermore, the shipbreaking industry of Pakistan namely Gadani used to be one of 
the largest shipbreaking industries in the world during the 1970s but now it is placed 

at number third after India and Bangladesh. If this industry is revived back and 

utilized to its full potential, it can have the capacity to contribute more than $10 million 

to GDP annually. Another most important industry which shows great promise is 
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coastal tourism. The tourists around the world are being attracted towards beautiful 
places especially the sea coasts with vast biodiversity and attractive beaches. With 

regards to Pakistan, the coastal tourism only contributes around $0.3 billion despite 

having a $4 billion potential. Another indictment for Pakistan is our ranking on the 

“Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Report” published by the World Economic 

Forum, which places Pakistan at an abysmal 121st position out of 140 countries. It 

remains the least competitive country throughout South Asia in travel and tourism. 
 

Though this is not stopping South Asia’s coastal zone from being rich in biodiversity 

and as a region growing 8% of the world’s mangroves, which is a great tourist 

attraction. Furthermore, tourists are attracted by the climate, sandy beaches and 

immense bio diversity of the region. However, unfortunately as aforementioned points 

indicate only Maldives has been able to reap benefits from its coastal tourism industry 

substantively. If we look at some numbers for indication purposes, on an average 
around 65000 Pakistanis visit Thailand annually, 6000 high end resorts in Maldives 

and around 50000 visit in a year. Last year there was an increase of 0.8% people that 

visited Dubai, taking the number to more than 16 million according to the latest figures 

issued by the Emirate’s tourism body. Another report titled “Cultural Heritage and 

Museum visits in Pakistan” prepared by the Gallup survey highlights important facts 

as well. Firstly, from 1.6 million visits in 2014 to 6.6 million visits in 2018, a 317% 
increase in visits to cultural sites show how propensity to travel has increased over 

time, mostly due to the increase in per GDP capita of our people. This should mean 

then that the beautiful coastal areas of Pakistan, if developed, could witness a surge in 

coastal tourism as people are definitely looking for a way out for recreation activities. 

Hence, this clearly shows what path we as a nation need to take just like other states 

are encompassing the benefits of coastal tourism and harnessing their economy. This 
is where the gap lies for Pakistan’s blue economy which should be harnessed so that 

the economy can be revived. 

 

Moreover, Pakistan’s mangrove area being the sixth largest in the world holds an 

annual value of about $20 million which can be extracted from mangrove dependent 

industry. Whereas, Pakistan National Shipping Corporation which handles about 99% 
import of gasoline products holds a very small number of cargo vessels that only 

carries 7% of cargo to the world, while the remaining 93% is handled by foreign 

companies which produce foreign exchange of about $1.5 billion annually. Such 

economic figures can contribute to overcome the economic instability of the country 

and put back the national economy on the success track. To optimally benefit from the 

country’s maritime sector, there is a need for an integrated National Maritime Policy 
to effectively capitalize the ocean based dividends. 

 

Need of an hour is to formulate an effective national compliance mechanism and 

synergize the institutional efforts to tap the ‘Blue’ economic potentials of Pakistan. 

Moreover, CPEC is a significant platform to play a pivot role in this regard as it has 

already put forward plans for the activation of ocean based activities in a bid to explore 
the incredible maritime avenues. Pakistan should also embark upon boosting its 

economy while focusing on maritime infrastructure, technology for offshore resource 

development, a strong fisheries and marine leisure sector (tourism), environment 

issues etc. All the required financial and technological support should be geared up for 
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building, operating, and making economically profitable industries. These are 
compelling reasons for Pakistan to endorse and internalize the concept of a Blue 

Economy in policy, bilateral relations as well as international transactions. 

 

Source: thenews.com.pk; 19 July 2020 
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MARINE ENVIRONMENT 
CLIMATE CHANGE: SUMMERS COULD 

BECOME 'TOO HOT FOR HUMANS' 
- David Shukman 

Many live in developing countries, and do jobs that expose them to potentially life 

threatening conditions. These include being out in the open on farms and building 
sites or indoors in factories and hospitals. Global warming will increase the chances of 

summer conditions that may be "too hot for humans" to work in. When we caught up 

with Dr Jimmy Lee, his goggles were steamed up and there was sweat trickling off his 
neck. An emergency medic, he's labouring in the stifling heat of tropical Singapore to 

care for patients with Covid-19. There's no air conditioning - a deliberate choice, to 
prevent the virus being blown around - and he notices that he and his colleagues 

become "more irritable, more short with each other". And his personal protective 

equipment, essential for avoiding infection, makes things worse by creating a 
sweltering 'micro-climate' under the multiple layers of plastic. "It really hits you when 

you first go in there," Dr Lee says, "and it's really uncomfortable over a whole shift of 
eight hours - it affects morale. One danger, he realises, is that overheating can slow 

down their ability to do something that's vital for medical staff - make quick decisions. 

Another is that they may ignore the warning signs of what's called heat stress - such as 
faintness and nausea - and keep on working till they collapse. 

What is heat stress? 

It's when the body is unable to cool down properly so its core temperature keeps rising 

to dangerous levels and key organs can shut down. It happens when the main 
technique for getting rid of excess heat - the evaporation of sweat on the skin - can't 

take place because the air is too humid. And as Dr Lee and other medics have found, 

the impermeable layers of personal protection equipment (PPE) - designed to keep the 
virus out - have the effect of preventing the sweat from evaporating. According to Dr 

Rebecca Lucas, who researches physiology at the University of Birmingham, the 
symptoms can escalate from fainting and disorientation to cramps and failure of the 

guts and kidneys. "It can become very serious as you overheat, and in all areas of the 
body." 

How can we spot it? 

A system known as the Wet Bulb Globe Temperature (WBGT) measures not only heat 

but also humidity and other factors to give a more realistic description of the 

conditions. Back in the 1950s, the US military used it to work out guidelines for 
keeping soldiers safe. When the WBGT reaches 29C, for example, the recommendation 

is to suspend exercise for anyone not acclimatised. Yet that's the level Dr Lee and his 
colleagues are regularly experiencing at Singapore's Ng Teng Fong General Hospital. 

And at the top of the scale - when the WBGT registers 32C - the US says strenuous 
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training should stop because the risk becomes "extreme". But levels that high have 
recently been recorded inside hospitals in Chennai in India by Prof Vidhya Venugopal 

of the Sri Ramachandra University. She's also found workers in a salt pan enduring a 
WBGT that climbs during the day to 33C - at which point they have to seek shelter. 

And in a steel plant, a ferocious level of 41.7C was recorded, the workers being among 

the most vulnerable to what she calls "the huge heat". "If this happens day-in, day-out, 
people become dehydrated, there are cardiovascular issues, kidney stones, heat 

exhaustion," Prof Venugopal says. 

What impact will climate change have? 

As global temperatures rise, more intense humidity is likely as well which means more 
people will be exposed to more days with that hazardous combination of heat and 

moisture. Prof Richard Betts of the UK Met Office has run computer models which 

suggest that the number of days with a WBGT above 32C are set to increase, depending 
on whether greenhouse gas emissions are cut. And he spells out the risks for millions 

of people already having to work in the challenging combination of extreme heat and 
high humidity. "We humans evolved to live in a particular range of temperatures, so 

it's clear that if we continue to cause temperatures to rise worldwide, sooner or later 
the hottest parts of the world could start to see conditions that are simply too hot for 

us." Another study, published earlier this year, warned that heat stress could affect as 

many as 1.2bn people around the world by 2100, four times more than now. 

What solutions are there? 

According to Dr Jimmy Lee, "it's not rocket science". People need to drink plenty of 
fluid before they start work, take regular breaks and then drink again when they rest. 

His hospital has started laying on "slushie" semi-frozen drinks to help the staff cool 
down. But he admits that avoiding heat stress is easier said than done. For him and 

his colleagues, going for rests involves the laborious process of changing out of PPE 

and then back into a new set of equipment. There's a practical problem as well - "some 
people do not want to drink so they can avoid having to go to the toilet," he says. 

 

And there's a professional desire to keep working whatever the difficulties so as not to 

let colleagues and patients down at a time of crisis. People who are highly motivated 
can actually be at the greatest risk of heat injury, says Dr Jason Lee, an associate 

professor in physiology at the National University of Singapore. He's a leading member 
of a group specialising in the dangers of excessive heat, the Global Heat Health 

Information Network, which has drawn up guidelines to help medics cope with Covid-

19. It's spearheaded by the World Health Organization (WHO), the World 
Meteorological Organization (WMO) and the US weather and climate agency Noaa. Dr 

Lee says that as well as measures like rest and fluids - and shade for outdoor workers 
- a key strategy for resisting heat stress is to be fit. "By keeping yourself aerobically fit, 

you're also increasing your heat tolerance, and there are so many other benefits too." 

And he sees the challenge for medics, sweating inside their PPE as they deal with 
Covid-19, as "almost like a full dress rehearsal" for future rises in temperature. "This 

climate change will be a bigger monster and we really need a coordinated effort across 
nations to prepare for what is to come. "If not," he says, "there'll be a price to be paid." 
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Source: bbc.com; 16 July 2020 

 

DEEP-SEA MICROBES: NEW RESEARCH 

LOOKS AT LIFE INSIDE AND OUTSIDE OF 

SEAFLOOR HYDROCARBON SEEPS 
- University of Delaware 

 

Microbial cells are found in abundance in marine sediments beneath the ocean and 

make up a significant amount of the total microbial biomass on the planet. Microbes 

found deeper in the ocean, such as in hydrocarbon seeps, are usually believed to have 

slow population turnover rates and low amounts of available energy, where the further 
down a microbe is found, the less energy it has available. 

 

A new study published out of a collaboration with the University of Delaware and 

ExxonMobil Research and Engineering shows that perhaps the microbial communities 

found deeper in the seafloor sediments in and around hydrocarbon seepage sites have 

more energy available and higher population turnover rates than previously thought. 
Using sediment samples collected by ExxonMobil researchers, UD professor Jennifer 

Biddle and her lab group — including Rui Zhao, a postdoctoral researcher who is the 

first author on the paper; Kristin Yoshimura, who received her doctorate from UD; 

and Glenn Christman, a bioinformatician — worked on a study in collaboration with 

Zara Summers, an ExxonMobil microbiologist. The study, recently published in 

Scientific Reports, looks at how microbial dynamics are influenced by hydrocarbon 
seepage sites in the Gulf of Mexico. 

 

Biddle and her lab members received the frozen sediments, collected during a research 

cruise, from ExxonMobil and then extracted the DNA and sequenced it at the Delaware 

Biotechnology Institute (DBI). The samples Biddle’s lab group studied were ones 

collected from deeper in hydrocarbon seeps that usually get ignored. “Most people 
only look at the top couple of centimeters of sediment at a seep, but this was actually 

looking 10-15 centimeters down,” said Biddle associate professor in the School of 

Marine Science and Policy in UD’s College of Earth, Ocean and Environment. “We then 

compared seepage areas to non-seepage areas, and the environment looked really 

different.” Inside the seep, the microbes potentially lead a fast, less efficient life while 

outside the seep, the microbes lead a slower but more efficient life. This could be 

attributed to what energy sources are available to them in their environment. 
 

“Understanding deep water seep microbial ecology is an important part of 

understanding hydrocarbon-centric communities,” said Summers. Biddle said that 

microbes are always limited by something in the environment, such as how right now 

during the quarantine, we are limited by the amount of available toilet paper. “Outside 

of the seep, microbes are likely limited by carbon, whereas inside the seep, microbes 
are limited by nitrogen,” said Biddle. While the microbes found inside the seep seem 

to be racing to make more nitrogen to keep up and grow with their fellow microbes, 

https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-53415298#:~:text=Climate%20change%3A%20Summers%20could%20become%20'too%20hot%20for%20humans',-By%20David%20Shukman&text=Millions%20of%20people%20around%20the,cause%20organs%20to%20shut%20down.&text=Global%20warming%20will%20increase%20the,for%20humans%22%20to%20wo
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outside of the seep, the researchers found a balance of carbon and nitrogen, with 
nitrogen actually being used by the microbes as an energy source. 

 

“Usually, we don’t think of nitrogen as being used for energy. It’s used to make 

molecules, but something that was striking for me was thinking about nitrogen as a 

significant energy source,” said Biddle. This difference between the microbes found 

inside the seeps and those found outside the seeps could potentially mirror how 
microbes behave higher in the water column. Previous research of water column 

microbes shows that there are different types of microbes: those that are less efficient 

and lead a more competition-based lifestyle where they don’t use every single molecule 

as well as they could and those that are really streamlined, don’t waste anything and 

are super-efficient. “It makes me wonder if the microbes that are living at these seeps 

are potentially wasteful and they’re fast growing but they’re less efficient and the 

organisms outside of the seeps are a very different organism where they’re way more 
efficient and way more streamlined,” said Biddle, whose team has put in a proposal to 

go back out to sea to investigate further. “We want to look at these dynamics to 

determine if it still holds true that there is fast, less efficient life inside the seep and 

then slower, way more efficient life outside of the seep.” 

 

In addition, Biddle said this research showed that the deeper sediments in the 
seepages are most likely heavily impacted by the material coming up from the bottom, 

which means that the seep could be supporting a larger amount of biomass than 

previously thought. “We often think about a seep supporting life like tube worms and 

the things that are at the expression of the sediment, but the fact that this could go for 

meters below them really changes the total biomass that the seep is supporting,” said 

Biddle. “One of the big implications for the seepage sites with regards to the influence 
of these fluids coming up is that we don’t know how deep it goes in terms of how much 

it changes the impact of subsurface life.” Summers added that these are interesting 

insights “when considering oil reservoir connectivity to, and influence on, 

hydrocarbon seeps.” 

 

Source: scitechdaily.com; 10 July 2020 
 

 

RACE TO RESCUE TURTLES ENTANGLED IN 

PLASTIC ON BANGLADESH BEACH 
- Leigh Elston in Maputo and Megan Darby 

 
At least 20 turtles have been found dead as dozens more were rescued after getting 

entangled in plastic waste washed ashore on one of the world's longest beaches in 

Bangladesh, officials and conservationists said. Locals said waves of waste - mostly 

plastic bottles, fishing nets and buoys - floated ashore late on Saturday and turtle 

carcasses were spotted among the sand dunes early on Sunday. Bangladesh's forestry 

department said it was the first time such a large volume of plastic had washed onto 
the 120-kilometre (75-mile) beach along the Bay of Bengal. 

https://scitechdaily.com/deep-sea-microbes-new-research-looks-at-life-inside-and-outside-of-seafloor-hydrocarbon-seeps/#:~:text=Home%20Biology%20News-,Deep%2DSea%20Microbes%3A%20New%20Research%20Looks%20at%20Life%20Inside%20and,Outside%20of%20Seafloor%20Hydrocarbon%20Seeps&text=Microbial%20cells%20are%20found%20in,microbial%20biomass%20on%20the%20planet.
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"Hundreds of locals rushed to the beach since early morning to rescue the wounded 

turtles," forestry spokesman Sohail Hossain told AFP news agency. "We have buried 

the dead ones and are trying to release the rescued turtles back to sea." Beach clean-

up charity Plastic Bank Bangladesh said their volunteers found and buried at least 20 

Olive Ridley turtles among the estimated 50 tonnes of waste spread out over a 10-

kilometre (six-mile) stretch of beach at Cox's Bazar. "I haven't seen these many dead 
turtles lying on the beach in my life and also haven't seen such a massive pile of waste 

floating ashore," fisherman Jashim Uddin told AFP. 

 

Leading Bangladesh turtle and tortoise expert Shahriar Caesar Rahman of the NGO 

Creative Conservation Alliance said most of the turtles were at least 30 years old. 

 "The turtles often get trapped in gigantic waste patches floating in the sea and 

eventually die of suffocation. This seems to be a similar case," he told AFP. About 26 
tonnes of waste produced from ships and neighbouring countries float into the Bay of 

Bengal every year, said Moazzem Hossain of local conservation charity Save the Nature 

Bangladesh. "This is a unique case of plastic invasion. It sends a great danger signal to 

our marine biodiversity," he said. It was not clear how many turtles were rescued. 

Local district administrator Kamal Hossain said authorities were investigating the 

incident. Olive Ridleys are the most abundant of all sea turtles around the world, 
according to conservationists. But their numbers have been declining, and the species 

is classified as vulnerable by the IUCN Red List. 

 

Source: AFP News; 13 July 2020 

 

 

SIBERIA'S CURRENT HEATWAVE WOULD BE 

'ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE' IF CLIMATE CHANGE 

WASN'T REAL 
- Patrick Galey 

 

A heatwave in Siberia that saw temperature records tumble as the region sweltered in 

38-degree Celsius highs was "almost impossible" without the influence of human-

made climate change, leading scientists said. An international team of researchers 

found that the record-breaking warm period was more than 2 degrees Celsius hotter 

than it would have been if humans had not warmed the planet through decades of 
greenhouse gas emissions. The five hottest years in history have occurred in the last 

five years and there's a better-than-even chance that 2020 will be the hottest ever 

recorded. Earth's poles are warming faster than the rest of the planet, and 

temperatures in Siberia - home to much of the world's carbon-rich permafrost - were 

more than 5 degrees Celsius hotter than average between January and June. One town, 

Verkhoyansk, recorded a temperature of 38 degrees Celsius (100.4 Fahrenheit) - 
smashing previous records. Andrew Ciavarella, senior detection and attribution 

scientist at Britain's Met Office, described the findings released Wednesday as 

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/07/race-rescue-turtles-entangled-plastic-bangladesh-beach-200713043736541.html#:~:text=Beach%20clean%2Dup%20charity%20Plastic,of%20beach%20at%20Cox's%20Bazar.
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"staggering". "This is further evidence of the extreme temperatures we can expect to 
see more frequently around the world in a warming climate," he said. The impact of 

climate change on extreme weather events such as super storms and droughts is now 

well-established, but until fairly recently scientists have been unable to definitively 

link an individual event to global warming. 

 

As part of a growing area of climate research known as attribution science, the team 
ran computer simulations of temperatures with the climate as it is today - around 1 

degree Celsius hotter than the pre-industrial era baseline. They then compared this to 

a model generating temperatures over Siberia this year without human influence - that 

is, without the additional human-made 1 degree Celsius. They found that the 

prolonged heat would happen less than once every 80,000 years without human 

induced climate change. This makes the heatwave "almost impossible in a climate that 

had not been warmed by greenhouse gas emissions", the team said, adding that carbon 
pollution had made the extreme event at least 600 times more likely to occur. 

 

Important for everyone 

 

The team behind the calculations stressed that the Siberian heatwave was a problem 

for the entire globe. Some 1.15 million hectares of forest going up in flames released 
millions of tonnes of CO2 into the atmosphere. At the same time, the wildfires and 

sustained heatwaves accelerated the region's permafrost melt. This caused an oil tank 

built on frozen soil to collapse in May, leading to one of the region's worst-ever oil 

spills. Russia's aerial forest protection service, the agency that specialises in forest 

fires, said Wednesday that more than 5,000 people are working on 197 fires across 

Russia in an area of over 40,000 hectares, including eight in nature reserves. "Such a 
prolonged heat wave is important, not only for its influence on people, but also from a 

scientific point of view," said Olga Zolina, from Russia's PP Shirshov Institute of 

Oceanography. "The arctic is very, very important generally for forming of weather 

and circulation. So such high temperatures are really important for the whole globe." 

While the research was compiled rapidly and has not yet been subjected to peer-

review, authors said it produced "among the strongest results of any attribution study 
conducted to date." 

 

No chance 

 

The 2015 Paris climate deal commits nations to capping temperature rises to "well-

below" 2 degrees Celsius (3.6 degrees Farenheit) above pre-industrial levels and to 
strive for a 1.5 degrees Celsius limit if at all possible. With just 1 degree Celsius of 

warming so far, Earth is already buffeted by record-breaking droughts, wild fires and 

super storms made more potent by rising sea levels. To keep in line with the 1.5 degrees 

Celsius target, the United Nations says global emissions must fall by 7.6 percent every 

year this decade. Sonia Seneviratne, from ETH Zurich's Department of Environmental 

Systems Science, said the research showed the heatwave was an example of "extreme 
events which would have almost no chance of happening" without human-made 

emissions. 

 

Source: sciencealert.com; 18 July 2020 

https://www.sciencealert.com/siberia-s-current-extreme-heatwave-would-be-almost-impossible-without-climate-change
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GEOPOLITICS 
 

UN WANTS TO INSPECT YEMEN’S DECAYING, 

MILLION-BARREL OIL TANKER 
- Mohammed Hatem 

The United Nations Security Council called for immediate action to prevent an oil 
tanker holding more than 1.1 million barrels off Yemen from leaking. The council on 

Wednesday urged Houthi rebels controlling the Red Sea waters where the ship’s 

located to allow a UN team to inspect it. Mark Lowcock, the UN’s head of humanitarian 
aid, said a team could be sent within weeks. The Yemeni government, which has been 

battling the Houthis in a civil war since 2015, said Tuesday the oil needed to be 
offloaded to prevent an environmental crisis and that the rebel group was using the 

tanker for “political blackmail.” “The international community has to put an end to 

this looming disaster,” Naser Al-Sharif, Yemen’s vice minister of transport, said in an 
interview. “This is a time-bomb.”  

Repairing the decaying tanker, called Safer and moored off Hodiedah province, would 

cost tens of millions of dollars, according to Abdulwahed Al-Obaly, an independent 
Yemeni economic researcher. There’s been no maintenance work for five years and it’s 

been out of service for 10 years, he said. The Houthis suggested this week that the UN 

could assess the ship’s condition. Lowcock said they’ve given similar assurances 
before, only to backtrack. In the past, the Houthis have also demanded that the stored 

oil is sold and the money placed in a central-bank account under their control. The 
Iran-backed rebels would struggle to sell the crude without UN approval because 

international buyers are wary of dealing with them. 

Source: bloombergquint.com; 17 July 2020 

  

U.S. SAYS MOST OF CHINA'S CLAIMS IN 

SOUTH CHINA SEA ARE UNLAWFUL 
- Adela Suliman, Eric Baculinao and Ed Flanagan 

The United States and the world "will not allow Beijing to treat the South China Sea as 

its maritime empire," Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said Monday, prompting China 
to hit back, reflecting a ratcheting up of tensions between the two powers amid 

deteriorating relations. "We are making clear: Beijing's claims to offshore resources 

across most of the South China Sea are completely unlawful, as is its campaign of 
bullying to control them," Pompeo said in a statement, referring to the contentious 

and potentially energy-rich stretch of water. The U.S. has long opposed China's 
expansive territorial claims in the South China Sea, regularly sending Navy patrols 

https://www.bloombergquint.com/business/un-wants-to-inspect-yemen-s-decaying-million-barrel-oil-tanker
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through the strategic waterways to demonstrate freedom of navigation there. Most 
recently, on July 4, two U.S. aircraft carriers carried out operations in the area as the 

Chinese military conducted drills nearby. Beijing, in turn, has accused Washington of 
interfering and stirring up tensions in the region. 

China hit back Tuesday, outlining its historical claims to the waters and stating that 

the U.S. was trying to "sow trouble" and had acted like a bully by sending frequent 

vessels to the area. "The U.S. is the destructor and troublemaker of regional peace and 
stability, and the international community sees it very clearly," Chinese Foreign 

Ministry spokesperson Zhao Lijian said during a press briefing, according to the state-
owned Global Times newspaper. "We are strongly dissatisfied with and firmly opposed 

to the wrong actions of the U.S. and urge the U.S. to stop creating troubles on the South 

China Sea issues ... China will continue to resolutely safeguard its sovereignty and 
security in accordance with the law." The Chinese Embassy in Washington also said 

Monday that the U.S. was "throwing its weight around in every sea of the world." 
Adding, it was "not a country directly involved in the disputes" and was interfering. 

"Under the pretext of preserving stability, it is flexing muscles, stirring up tension and 

inciting confrontation in the region," the statement said. About $3 trillion of trade 
passes through the contentious waterway each year and analysts say it will be key to 

see whether other countries such as the Philippines or Vietnam adopt the U.S. stance 
and what, if anything, Washington might do to reinforce its position. 

The numerous overlapping sovereign claims to islands, reefs and rocks — many of 

which disappear under high tide — have turned the waters into a zone of competing 
diplomatic interests, embroiling neighbors. China claims 90 percent of the South 

China Sea, but Brunei, Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan and Vietnam also lay claim 

to parts of it. In April, Vietnam lodged an official protest with China, following the 
sinking of a Vietnamese fishing boat it said had been rammed by a Chinese maritime 

surveillance vessel near the Paracel Islands. China denied the claims and said the 
Vietnamese boat had illegally entered the area. In 2016 an international arbitration 

tribunal, in which China did not participate, invalidated most of China's claims for 

maritime rights in the South China Sea, under the U.N. Convention on the Law of the 
Sea (UNCLOS). China however rejected the ruling, preferring instead to negotiate 

directly with the claimants, and has criticized the U.S. for not signing up to the U.N. 
convention at all. Earlier this month, Japan accused China of pushing its territorial 

claims amid the coronavirus pandemic, and said Beijing was "continuing to attempt to 

alter the status quo in the East China Sea and the South China Sea," in a defense white 
paper approved by Prime Minister Shinzo Abe's government, according to Reuters. 

The U.S. and Thailand also signed a "Strategic Vision Statement", according to the U.S. 
Embassy in Thailand this month, as Washington looks to reassure allies about its 

commitment to the region. The relationship between the U.S. and China has grown 

increasingly tense over the past six months over Beijing's handling of the coronavirus 
pandemic, its tightened grip on Hong Kong and its crackdown on China's Uighur 

Muslim community. However, last week, Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi said that 
China and the U.S. should release more "positive energy" and jointly explore ways for 

peaceful coexistence. 

Source: nbcnews.com; 14 July 2020 
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CHINA IS WINNING THE TRILLION-DOLLAR 

5G WAR 
- Anjani Trivedi 

China is building tens of thousands of 5G base stations every week. Whether it wins 

technological dominance or not, domestic supply chains may be revived and allow the 
country to maintain – and advance — its position as the factory floor of the world, even 

as Covid-19 forces a rethink in how globalization is done. By the end of this year, China 
will have more than half a million of these towers on its way to a goal of 5 million, a 

fast climb from around 200,000 already in use, enabling faster communication for 

hundreds of millions of smartphone users. By comparison, South Korea has a nearly 
10% penetration rate for 5G usage, the highest globally. The much-smaller country had 

115,000 such stations operating as of April. The towers are part of a raft of projects 
that the State Council announced last week to boost industrial innovation under the 

“New Infrastructure” campaign aimed at furthering “the deep integration of the 

Internet of Things” and the real economy. With an aim of spending $1.4 trillion by 
2025, the aggressive buildup toward a more automated industrial landscape will give 

China a renewed advantage where it already dominates: manufacturing.  

The coronavirus shut down factories and industrial sectors, triggering a rethink of 
supply chains – away from China. What analysts are calling “peak” globalization and 

the rise of factory automation could shift production to higher-cost countries in North 
America and Southeast Asia. It will take a while, but the global dependence on China 

will come down, the thinking goes. Still, with trade ravaged by Covid-19, other 

countries and telecom operators will struggle to match China’s spending.For China, 
there’s an opportunity to clear the way to forcefully implement its industrial policy 

agenda, without interference from criticism over subsidies and unfair competition. 
The so-called Central Comprehensively Deepening Reforms Commission, headed by 

President Xi Jinping, has approved a three-year plan to give state-owned enterprises 

yet more sway in the economy. Beijing’s ambitious programs are still in the 
construction phase. Macro base stations are the nuts and bolts of building out 5G 

networks, and will exceed their 4G predecessors by almost 1.5 times. Capital 
expenditure could peak at $30 billion this year, according to Goldman Sachs Group 

Inc. analysts, up from $5 billion last year. Beijing wants more local governments and 

companies to get involved. Each station costs around 500,000 yuan ($71,361) and has 
a long value chain that includes electrical components, semiconductors, antenna units 

and circuit boards. The vast number of companies spawned by the project are all 
contributing to China’s push to get ahead.  For the industrial complex, the onset of 5G 

will enable greater connectivity between machines and much more data transfer and 

collection. Fifth-generation technology is expected to have a big impact through 
increasingly efficient and automated factory equipment, and tracking the movement 

of inventory and progress of production lines and assets. Manufacturing is expected to 
account for almost 40% of 5G-enabled industry output, according to  Bernstein 

Research analysts. 

From sensors and data clouds, to chips and collaborative robots and computer-

controlled machinery, a whole universe of little-known Chinese companies is coming 
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to the fore. Memory chip maker Gigadevice Semiconductor (Beijing) Inc. has ridden 
the trend, as has Yonyou Network Technology Co., China’s version of Salesforce.com 

Inc. For some of these companies, government subsidies are a significant part of 
earnings, as my colleague Shuli Ren has noted. Stock prices have surged in recent 

months for firms like Shennan Circuits Co., which makes printed circuit boards, and 

Maxscend Microelectronics Co., a manufacturer of radio frequency chips. Some are 
seeing their market capitalization values balloon by billions of dollars as Beijing has 

upped the ante on new infrastructure.   

To be sure, it isn’t hard to imagine a hinterland speckled with ghost towers and base 
stations in coming years as China’s propensity to overbuild beyond any reasonable 

capacity kicks in. The past shows that questions of quality will arise when too many 

sub-par manufacturers crop up, incentivized by the state’s largesse. Nonetheless, this 
is the technology of the not-so-distant future, and building up the basic infrastructure 

isn’t misguided.   As Covid-19 absorbs the world’s attention, Beijing’s steady focus on 
implementing this industrial policy may make China the manufacturer of parts that 

most countries will need – soon. In other words, it will yet again become the factory 

floor, mastering the production of all things 5G. 

This column does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the editorial board or 

Bloomberg LP and its owners. Anjani Trivedi is a Bloomberg Opinion columnist 

covering industrial companies in Asia. She previously worked for the Wall Street 
Journal. 

Source: bloomberg.com; 13 July 2020 

 

PHILIPPINES’ VICTORY IN SOUTH CHINA SEA 

ARBITRATION CASE NON-NEGOTIABLE - 

LOCSIN 
- Roy Mabasa 

On the occasion of the 4th anniversary of the arbitral ruling on the South China Sea 

case, Foreign Affairs Secretary Teodoro Locsin Jr. on Sunday reaffirmed the country’s 
adherence to the decision as he calls the award “non-negotiable.” Locsin reaffirmed 

this stand in a statement commemorating the July 12, 2016 ruling by the Permanent 

Court of Arbitration in The Hague on the arbitration case initiated and 
overwhelmingly won by the Philippines against China. “The Philippines, as a law-

abiding, peace-loving and responsible member of the international community, 
reaffirms on this occasion its adherence to the award and its enforcement without any 

possibility of compromise or change. The award is non-negotiable,” Locsin said.  

According to Locsin, the arbitration case is a “contribution of great significance and 
consequence” to the peaceful settlement of disputes in the South China Sea and to the 

peace and stability of the region at large. Pursued by the Philippines under the ambit 
of the constitution of the world’s oceans or the United Nations Convention on the Law 

of the Sea (UNCLOS), the DFA chief emphasized that the arbitration award 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/china-is-winning-the-trillion-dollar-5g-war/2020/07/12/876cb2f6-c493-11ea-a825-8722004e4150_story.html
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“conclusively settled the issue of historic rights and maritime entitlements in the South 
China Sea.” 

He further described the award as a “milestone in the corpus of international law” 

when the international body laid down what he described as an authoritative 
interpretation of key UNCLOS provisions, specifically Article 121(3). “The Tribunal 

authoritatively ruled that China’s claim of historic rights to resources within the sea 

areas falling within the ‘nine-dash line’ had no basis in law. Rather, claims to historic 
rights, or other sovereign rights or jurisdiction that exceed the geographic and 

substantive limits of maritime entitlements under UNCLOS, are without legal effect,” 
he said. The Philippines’ top diplomat also cited the Tribunal conclusive ruling that 

none of the features in the Spratly Islands is capable of generating extended maritime 

zones and that the Spratly Islands cannot generate maritime zones collectively as a 
unit.  

In the award, the Hague-based court also found that the Philippines could declare 

certain sea areas part of its exclusive economic zone (EEZ), as these areas do not 
overlap with any possible entitlement claimed by China. The Tribunal ruled that 

certain actions within the Philippines’ EEZ violated the Philippines’ sovereign rights 
and were thus unlawful; that large-scale reclamation and construction of artificial 

islands caused severe environmental harm in violation of international conventions; 

that the large-scale harvesting of endangered marine species damaged the marine 
ecosystem; and that actions taken since the commencement of the arbitration had 

aggravated the disputes. Locsin pointed out that compliance in good faith with the 
award would be consistent with the obligations of the Philippines and China under 

international law, including UNCLOS to which both parties are signatories.  “The 

arbitral tribunal’s award of 12 July 2016 represents a victory, not just for the 
Philippines, but for the entire community of consistently law-abiding nations,” the 

DFA secretary said.  

Source: mb.com.ph; 12 July 2020 

 

U.S. TURNS SCREWS ON MARITIME 

INDUSTRY TO CUT OFF VENEZUELA’S OIL 
LONDON/WASHINGTON — Several companies that certify vessels are seaworthy and 

ship insurers have withdrawn services to tankers involved in the Venezuelan oil trade 
as the United States targets the maritime industry to tighten sanctions on the Latin 

American country. U.S. sanctions have driven Venezuela’s oil exports to their lowest 

levels in nearly 80 years, starving President Nicolas Maduro’s socialist government of 
its main source of revenue and leaving authorities short of cash for essential imports 

such as food and medicine. 

The sanctions are part of U.S. efforts to weaken Maduro’s grip on power after 
Washington and other Western democracies accused him of rigging a 2018 re-election 

vote. Despite the country’s economic collapse, Maduro has held on and frustrated the 

administration of U.S. President Donald Trump. Maduro’s government says the 

https://mb.com.ph/2020/07/12/phs-victory-in-south-china-sea-arbitration-case-non-negotiable-locsin/
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United States is trying to seize Venezuela’s oil and calls the U.S. measures illegal 
persecution that heap suffering on the Venezuelan people. Washington has honed in 

on the maritime industry in recent months in efforts to better enforce sanctions on the 
oil trade and isolate Caracas, Washington’s special envoy on Venezuela Elliott Abrams 

told Reuters. “What you will see is most shipowners and insurance and captains are 

simply going to turn away from Venezuela,” Abrams told Reuters in an interview. “It’s 
just not worth the hassle or the risk for them.” 

The United States is pressuring shipping companies, insurers, certifiers and flag states 

that register vessels, he said Ship classification societies, which certify safety and 
environmental standards for vessels, are feeling the heat for the first time. The United 

States is pressuring classifiers to establish whether vessels have violated sanctions 

regulations and to withdraw certification if so as a way to tighten sanctions further, a 
U.S. official told Reuters, speaking on condition of anonymity. Without certification, a 

vessel and its cargo become uninsured. Ship owners would also be in breach of 
commercial contracts which require certificates to be maintained. In addition, port 

authorities can refuse entry or detain a ship. London-headquartered Lloyd’s Register 

(LR), one of the world’s leading ship classifiers, said it had withdrawn services from 
eight tankers that were involved in trade with Venezuela. 

“In accordance with our program for complying with sanctions’ laws, where we 

become aware of vessels operating in breach of relevant sanctions laws, LR 
classification has been withdrawn,” a Lloyd’s Register spokeswoman said. 

Abrams said the pressure on the maritime industry was working. “We have had a 

number of shippers that come to us and say, ‘We just had our insurance company 
withdraw the insurance, and the ship is on the high seas and we’ve got to get to port. 

Could you give us a license for one week?’,” Abrams said. In June, the United States 

designated six shipping companies – two of them based in Greece – and six tankers 
they owned for participating in proscribed Venezuelan trade. Another leading ship 

classifier, Hamburg-headquartered DNV GL Maritime, said it had suspended services 
for three of those vessels in June. The company resumed services when the United 

States removed those vessels from the list of sanctioned entities after the shipping 

companies that own and operate the vessels agreed to cease trade with Venezuela. 

Chilling Effect 

The United States has threatened sanctions on any company involved in the oil trade 

with Venezuela, and that has had a chilling effect even on trade permitted under 

sanctions. Some oil companies are refusing to charter vessels that have called at 
Venezuelan ports in the past year, even if the voyage was exempt from sanctions. “The 

shipping sector has been at the receiving end of U.S. action on Venezuela and it has 
caused much uncertainty as no one knows who will be next,” one shipping industry 

source said. Insurers are also in a bind. They have been conservative in their 

interpretation of U.S. sanctions to avoid any potential violations, said Mike Salthouse, 
chairman of the sanctions sub-committee with the International Group association. 

The group represents companies that insure about 90% of the world’s commercial 
shipping. 

“If there is ambiguity as to what is lawful and what is unlawful it makes it almost 

impossible for an insurer to say whether someone has cover or not,” he said. Even after 
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ships and companies are removed from the sanctions list, they may face difficulties, 
Salthouse said. “The stigma associated with a designation may last some time,” he said. 

Oil majors, for example, may review relationships with companies that own or manage 
vessels that the United States had designated and then removed to avoid any possible 

problems with other vessels, he said. 

‘Real Threat’ 

Venezuela is on the list of high risk areas set by officials from London’s insurance 

market. “If a vessel sails to Venezuela they have to notify the underwriter and it may 
be that the underwriter will not be able to cover them,” said Neil Roberts, head of 

marine underwriting at Lloyd’s Market Association, which represents the interests of 
all underwriting businesses in London’s Lloyd’s market. The industry faces “the direct 

and real threat of having its trade stopped by a watchful U.S. administration because 

of an inadvertent infringement,” he said. “This risk alone is enough to fuel the 
multiplication of compliance checks.” Some of the biggest global flag registries 

including Panama and Liberia are also looking more closely at ships that were involved 
in Venezuela trading as they come under U.S. pressure to withdraw registration for 

ships violating sanctions. Maritime lawyers in Panama said its registry is fining vessels 
that do not comply with the U.S. maritime guidance issued in May. The registry is 

mostly de-flagging vessels targeted by multilateral sanctions rather than unilateral 

U.S. sanctions, the lawyers said. Officials at Liberia’s registry did not respond to 
requests for comment. U.S. Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross, a former investor in 

shipping, helped craft the strategy targeting the maritime sector, sources said. A 
Commerce Department spokesperson acknowledged Ross had worked with other 

government agencies “to determine how to best hold accountable those who are 

evading U.S. sanctions” on Venezuela. Abrams vowed to keep up the pressure. “There 
are people who don’t cooperate … We’ll go after the ship, the ship owner, the ship 

captain.” 
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